Skyline Brando Coffee Table
Contemporary glass topped outdoor coffee table
from Skyline.
KC1739

Dimensions
Width: 140cm
Height: 44cm
Depth: 80cm

Colour : Cream

Description
Outdoor coffee table designed in the classic style of traditional wicker, butwith the durability of contemporary materials to withstand the rigors of
outdoor use, all year round.
Available in a range of finishes of weave with a glass top for protection.
Shown With Silver Walnut Weave and further lifestyle image of Java
Brown.
Complete the look in style with more modular Brando additions from the
Skyline luxury outdoor furniture collection.
Price and lead time:
Price is dependent on the weave and fabric finish chosen. Please contact
customer services to select your weave and fabric options and obtain a
price quotation and confirm delivery lead time. (Currently Brando is
available on a 4 week lead time for Silver Walnut and Java Brown finishes
with all other weaves on an estimated 12 week lead time).
Waterproofing options:
This product can also be treated to be completely waterproof or sold with
a separate rain cover, please contact customer services for further
information.
Weave furniture base finishes:
Each item from the Skyline Brando collection can be made in a choice of
12 different weave finishes, offering you the chance to create a truly
bespoke and unique aesthetic.
Fabric cushion finishes:
Cushions fabrics have a choice of 40 cushion fabric options with each
belonging to one of the following 4 fabric collections:
• Batyline - A strong and durable high-tech fabric made from a base of
polyester fibre, which is coated in PVC and also flame-retardant.
• Fabric 'A' collection - In neutral colours with the texture of natural fibres
such as cotton canvas and linen.
• Fabric 'B' collection - In stunning Mediterranean shades inspired by
Italian summers, these fabrics create a holiday atmosphere; they are also
water-repellent and mould-resistant.
• Fabric 'C' collection -This collection includes elegant stripes for a
nautical or seaside theme and bold tangerine to really inject colour into
your outdoor space. The colours are UV and fade-resistant too, so will
maintain their appearance over time.
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